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D

irectors’ Symposium was
launched by The Hong
Kong Institute of Directors
(HKIoD) as the “Directors’ Conference” back in 2009. It serves
the purpose of providing a viable platform
for directors and senior executives to take
an evening from their hectic schedule to
get updated on the latest corporate governance information.

Every year, the Directors’ Symposium strove
to pick a relevant and current topic as theme.
After years of being conducted, the event has
elicited positive rapport from different
sectors. It also has strong support from
sponsoring organisations, notably the
Companies Registry of Hong Kong, which
has been a sponsor of the event for the past
seven years. Today, Directors’ Symposium
is a key annual project of HKIoD. It also
offers a rare social opportunity for participants to catch up with one another over a
nice dinner on top of getting the latest titbits
on the ways of governance. More than that,
Directors’ Symposium is recognised as a
“continuing professional training” event.
Company directors, lawyers, accountants
and engineering professionals can get
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accredited for attending the event.
This year, the event was held on 22 September with the theme, “Hong Kong: City of
Opportunities?” Hong Kong is blessed with
market principles including diversity of
culture, a fair and open playing field in
terms of competition and a highly open and
unfettered economy. These elements
provide a fertile breeding ground for opportunities. Even so, the operating environment
can be unpredictably changeable. It was
high time to explore if Hong Kong could
continue to create opportunities for
development. A line-up of six guest speakers with an international perspective did
precisely that at this past Symposium,
engaging participants in discussions and
offering them market statistics and the
latest governance trends as food for thought.
The Symposium involved three parts. In
the first part entitled “Economic Outlook”,
Jonathan Lowe, JP Morgan Asset
Management’s Managing Director, talked
about how to make management decisions
in today’s economic environment. In the
second part, Professor Jean du Plessis, the
Chair in Law at Deakin University of

Faculty of Business and Law, gave
attendees a rundown on the latest global
governance developments. Lastly, at the
seminar or third part of the Symposium,
panelists engaged the audience to express
viewpoints and raise questions to examine
the subject of opportunity. Panelists
included: Mr Jason Chiu, Chief Executive
Officer of Cherrypicks; Professor James
Lee, Dean of the School of Humanities and
Social Science of the Hong Kong University
of Science and Technology; Ir Dr Derrick
Pang, Deputy Chairman and Executive
Director of Chun Wo Development
Holdings Limited; and Ms Malini Thadani,
Head of Corporate Sustainability, Asia
Pacific, of the Hongkong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation Limited.
Since 2012, this official magazine of
HKIoD has been inviting guest speakers of
Directors’ Symposium to contribute
articles to each year’s last issue.
Symposium attendees thus can review the
highlights while absentees can get a
synopsis of the most important points.
Please turn to page 8 (through page 17) to
read the contributed write-ups by some of
the symposium’s speakers.

(Left to right) Professor James Lee, Ms Malini Thadini, Deputy Chairman and session
host Ir Edmund K H Leung, Ir Dr Derrick Pang and Mr Jason Chiu.
ĩҽĪقК౻ిఱȃ৫МܐЃЀȃӎྻѹਯౖዃ㞩ЍਰȃෆϘڣൾЀЍਰ۶ቀ
ЄᚘԐӠȄ

Mr Jonathan Lowe (left) and Deputy Chairman Dr David Wong.
ŋŰůŢŵũŢůġōŰŸŦԐӠĩҽĪ۶ӎྻѹਯཀуᄜൾЀȄ

Professor Jean du Plessis
ŋŦŢůġťŶġőŭŦŴŴŪŴిఱ

(Left to right) The Symposium’s OC Chairman Dr Christopher To, Registrar of
Companies Ms Ada Chung, Chairman Mr Henry Lai and CEO Dr Carlye Tsui.
ĩҽĪশสၭڰᐯྻѹਯȶၭुڰྻĳıĲĶȷឯྻѹਯ൜ᅷൾЀȃгҦໜҊ
ࠜᘨដठЃЀȃѹਯᓥᢖᅷࢠਰ۶ӎྻ֖ࣆᗁ໗ठൾЀȄ

ुڰྻȷӤশสၭڰ
ᐯྻѹᓱȂࡈڗऎȶၭ
ڰᎢᐪȷȂԴĳııĺՐ༟
ܕᗝᓱϘܨȂࣿஜ՞
Դ෩ڻϘৎನྐߞӀҭȂᢰӀџЍ֯ᗄՓ
ߞၭڰ۶ኸϠ৶Ȃକ׀ӡϘߞ༡
Ȃ٢ۤԋᇒႤୈȄ

ȶၭ

ȶၭुڰྻȷُՐߞᓴᛟȂசِణည
Ր൵ڗȂ൵ጤࠝߞᛟӫȄ༵ӫ၃ჅԺՐߞ
၃ᖉȂఀۖߤྻԧधߞӒবᠩȂӺఀۖᝒ
ׄߞᄀϧњࢺȂێКгҦໜҊـാ᠈ϛ
ՐᑉԇᝒׄೡᚐȂȶၭुڰྻȷЏ
ਣऎশสၭڰᐯྻێКϘ༵Ր࢘দᙇ༵ӫ
ȄթҳȂြӫӺ෩ڻϘৎఀߞᗑ᎖ᑟྻȂ
ᢰሃྻ߰Դ೮ᡘၭڰНႽНȂϞႋ݃թࠕ
ȂـҞԢڳᚳනߞਜȄթҳȂȶၭुڰ
ྻȷࠓԪڽЙԢߞணҐ߰Ȃڽၭ

Over 160 participants attend Directors’ Symposium 2015.
ĲķıԩᣍಿҍਯȶၭुڰྻĳıĲĶȷȄ

ڰȃࢠਰȃྻਰݕЍਰߞҍਯϠЀ
ҞჅुྻۤఀࢺ᠈་ᐯжȂᆕږ
ԧ֖ᅆࢺ᠈་ߞঋِȄ
ȶၭुڰྻĳıĲĶȷԴĺѡĳĳџᗝ֖Ȃڭ
ѽȶশสȈᑟྻНൌŀȷऎѹᛟȄࠜϳѽڽ
শสᐾ᠕ԺЮмȃг༟ឮߋф၃ᕻ࢘
ӤмຈҾඞ১ࡋȂգ൹ൄᑟྻߞϿនȂ֭
ᖉᖖᄩᢏёംเȂশสକា᠈൹ൄᑟ
ྻȂৃఀಎϢణȄညб֜ۍቫൎ
ߞᄜሼᗾ߰බ௲ታҍਯϠЀᎢȂڭ෩ڻ
Ҿඞዴᑂ۶൵ྲߞԋᇒᘌཕ֯ऎணւȄġ
ЫըࣿஜӤϬൊԊೡȂԐ࣏ȶ၃ᕻਣ
ౕȷᖖြȂӤጢఉࠛᓉ၃ᕻᖖᄩߞዝੲႤ
ಯᇒನ௱சၭڰŋŰůŢŵũŢůġ ōŰŸŦԐӠѹᗾȂ
ႎ᎘ၭڰԴЫџߞ၃ᕻᖖᄩϭႍՂ֣֯ٙ
ຉȇϟൊԊӤڽᑫࣷচߺЂᐯߞŋŦŢůġ

ťŶġ őŭŦŴŴŪŴిఱѹᗾȂҁЬϞԋᇒߞ
ѵधᘌཕȇ൵ࢢϘൊԊऎȶᛟᎢȷᖖ
ြȂணሃᎢߞж࣏־൹ࣆ֖ࢥ܈ᗁ໗ቀ
ЄᚘԐӠȃশสॊЂϠћሃߤྻॊᐯᐯ୰
୰ࠜфᗾਲ਼ిఱقК౻ిఱȃ࠷۶ਣ༰
ᄥѹਯே֖ၭڰෆϘڣൾЀЍਰф
㣵ᚳڲщԋҞࢺ᠈ਣᗁᆾ৫МܐЃ
ЀȂಿᄜሼඛᚒȶশสȈᑟྻНൌŀȷߞѹ
ᛟȂєـԺྲᣍᙇȂᄁᔽҭϭᡘಿ෩ҍ
யᛟڭ௲ҍـಎኸըߞࢥւȄ
ĳıĲĳՐȂȮђϘѵ॔ၭڰȯ֯ऎশส
ၭڰᐯྻߞܡўᛔራȂԴُՐߞ൵ࢢϘง
ᘛॗᑉԇȶၭुڰྻȷߞᄜሼڻፇȂ
ᢰணሃ߰ҞѽদঋᙇȂփညџӏକҍਯ
ߞϠЀӺҞఀۖഺڱদঋߞၭڰႤୈȄൊ
Ԋᗾ߰ߞપॗћൢЏҏݺЫงᛔራȂႎ
ڍĹġĮĲĸȄ
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